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THE CLIMBS ON MOEL-Y-GEST.
SHOWELL STYLES.
INTRODUCTION.
Moel-y-gest (861 feet) stands on the coast of South Caernarvonshire,
close above Portmadoc and three miles from Criccieth. In farm it is a
narrow rocky ridge, steep on both flanks, and with two distinct summits,
the higher of which is at the western end. The north flank has been
quarried, but the south flank presents several steep, clean buttresses. The
rock (a crystal-based dolerite) gives excellent climbing, though the longest
course is 140 feet, and 8o> or 90 feet is the length of most of the O'thers.
Thus it is unlikely to seduce climbers from the grander faces of Snowdc-nia ;
but it can provide a good day's climbing within easy reach of the seaside
resorts, its rocks are often dry and sunny when Snowdon is hidden under
rainclouds, and its 3o^odd routes have an unexpected airiness and great
charm of position. From Portmadoc or Borth-y-gest the base of the rocks
can be reached in 45 minutes. The climbs on Moel-y-gest receive mention
in the recent Climbers' Club Guide to the area and have been visited by
many mountaineers, including Mme. Nea Morin and H. W. Tilman.
For convenience of description, the hill or mountain, for dt has every
characteristic of a mountain except height has been visualised as a ship
with the bows towards the east. Thus the eastern summit becomes the
Foremast, and the western hill, where the main climbs are situated, the
Mainmast. The climbs are described starting with Foremast Hill and
working from for'ard aft, or westward. 'Left' and 'Right' are used for
directions facing the climb. First ascents are not given in detail, but most
of the Difficults and Moderates were first done sok> by myself during the
last five years. In making the harder routes, leaders and seconds from
the Midland Association of Mountaineers have taken part, including A. C.
Waine, John Scott, F. H. Restall, and Hester Norris. Young climbers
from Portmadoc pioneered some of the later climbs Bob Davies, Glanfor
Williams, and Harold Morris.
THE CLIMBS.
Mainmast Hill may be reached from either the Morfa Bydhan road
or the Criccieth-Portmadoc road by the footpath past Bron-y-foel farm.
From Portmadoc or Borth-y-gest (from the latter place the Foremast climbs
are plainly seen) the best route is by .the public footpath crossing the eastern
shoulder of the hill.
FOREMAST HILL.
To reach the climbs, taike the path past Tyddyn Llwyn farm, cross
the wall beyond, and traverse to the left up the screes above. The Forestay ridge is unmistakable.
FORESTAY.
120 feet. Moderately difficult.
Start. The route up the scree is cairned and well scratched. It leads to
a heathery wall which provides a warming-up pitch. 30 feet above,
the toe of the ridge comes down. An easy slab, avoidable, leads to
a neat ledge with belay.
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KEY.
Foremast Hill.

O Bulwark Slaib.
Z Forestay.
Y^Cutlass.

X. Binnacle Pinnacle.
GT The Gun Turret.

Mainmast Hill.

CY The Gompanionways.
BD The Bulkhead.
U Scupper Crack.
R The Brow.
SB Start of Signal Bridge.
G Gangways.
M Start of Monkey's Island Direct.
W Wardroom Gully.

C Start of Crow's Nest.
V The Catwalk.
MIS Mizzen Shrouds.
T Mizzen Top.
B Belaying Pin.
E, Crosstrees.
P The Poop.
A The After-Turrets.

Pitch 1. 50 feet. Straight up to .the mantleshelf at the top, which is
followed by an 8-foot crack to a large nook.
Pitch 2. 55 feet. Step out to left on a cracked slab and up to a narrow
ledge, whence a short vertical chimney leads to the sharp crest of
the arete and a belay at its inner end.
Pitch 3. 15 feet. A short steep wall. Belay above or easy scrambling
,
to the grassy Foretop.
130 feet. Difficult.
BULWARK SLAB.
Start. On the right of .the start of Forestay and 20 feet lower. The Slab
rises under the east wall of the ridge.
Pitch 1. 50 feet. Moderate climbing up a smooth slab to the large flat
break under the wall of Forestay.
Pitch 2. 80 feet. Start at left centre of slab, delicate, trending right.

Scramble left on the crest above to reach a belay.
75 feet. Difficult.
CUTLASS.
Start. On the left of Forestay and 30 feet above its foot. There is a
smooth blade of rock rising out of thorny bushes.
Pitch 1. 25 feet. Up the blade on minute holds to stance and belay

under vertical pillar.
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Pitch 2. 20 feet. Climb the pillar on good "solds to a charming niche.
Flake belay on wall.
Pitch 3. 30 feet. Make an exit on right and traverse left above the
niche to reach sound belay.
BINNACLE PINNACLE.

75 feet.

Moderately difficult.

Start. 100 feet left of Forestay and 30' feet above its foot, at a steep
sla.b-boailder with a slanting ledge on its right. (This climb has soft
options on the left.)
Pitch 1. 25 feet. Up the slanting ledge and step left on to the boulder
face, to big ledge above.
Pitch 2. 15 feet. The right-hand of thi- two cracks is climbed
strenuously.
Pitch 3. 15 feet. Easily up a prickly crack to aook beside Binnacle
Pinnacle.
Pitch 4. 20 feet. Step right on to exposed little wall and finish on

good holds.

The summit of Foremast can be reached from the top of the climbs
by several routes providing a succession of amusing boulder-problems,
notably a vertical wall just under the summit. The whole western flank
of Foremast Hill is covered with first-rate short scrambles, most of them
well scratched. The best route to Mainmast Hill is over the summit of
Foremast, but by contouring round on the west the amusing 20- and 3o-foot
walls above can be sampled. One bold little buttress, 100 feet above the
stone wall, should not be missed:
THE GUN TURRET.

50 feet.

Very difficult.

Start. At the lowest point of the steep tower. Cairn.
Pitch 1. 25 feet. Step up to left and then mantleshelf on to ledge
below the nose. Sound belay.
Pitch 2. 25 feet. Up to an insecure boulder, then round on right and
up a slab with no foothold and barely adequate handhold.
A well-marked col divides the two 'masts,' and the splintered wall
just to the east of it provides many short climbs.
MAINMAST HILL.

A stone wall is seen running along the foot of the Mainmast buttresses,
and another wall runs up from below the col towards some slabby rockfaces on the crest. The slabs on the right are short and hard. Those on
the left are longer and easier, and give two amusing Moderate scrambleis.
THE COMPANIONWAYS.

70 feet.

Moderately difficult.

Start. Both routes start at a cairn at the foot of a short mossy wall.
Pitch 1. 10 feet. Gain the mossy scoop by a mantlepiece move.
Pitch 2. 40 feet. Port Companionway goes to the left round the corner
and up easily ; Starboard goes to the right and up a thin flake. Both
arrive on a wide ledge below a giant boulder.
Pitch 3. 20 feet. Port takes the easy scramble on left ; Starboard goes
ug the boulder on its right-hand face.
Going down to the stone wall that runs westward at the foot of the
hill, a very steep rock-face is seen descending almost to the wall. It is
ivy-grown at its left end and largely unsound, but towards its right-hand
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end is one worthy short climb which may be combined with two others
to form an interesting route to the crest above:
BULKHEAD ROUTE.

85 feet of climbing.

Difficult.

Start. At a small detached flake a few feet above -the stone wall. Cairn.
One Pitch. 35 feet. Up very steeply on adequate holds, first to left, then
to right. Traverse left at top to belay.
Easy scrambling up the slabs above for 100 feet brings one to the
foot of a boldly-rounded rock with a steep crack in its right-hand edge
Good climbers have been 'scuppered' here. This is SCUPPER CRACK
One Pitch. 30 feet. Step into the Crack from the left, taking care not
to trample on the honeysuckle. The Crack proves harder than it looks.
Straight above is a short wall, Moderate, and above that again
another, SCUPPER WALL, which isi climbed direct up the groove in
its centre.
One Pitch. 20 feet. The wedged rock at the top, on which all depends,
seems to be firm.
Down at the stone wall again and moving west along it, the four main
'buttresses at Mainmast Hill are seen above on the right. The first and
most easterly of these is lower than the others and has a perpendicular
jo-foot wall, THE iBROW (Moderate), just above on its right. The buttress
itself, identifiable by a curious perched flake, gives an excellent climib:
SIGNAL BRIDGE.

120 feet.

Very difficult.

Start. At foot of buttress, on the right. A vertical flake of rock is
ledged on the nose of the buttress just above the start. Cairn.
Pitch 1. 30 feet. Step left on to the corner. A delicate move straight
up, or a somewhat easier swing across the face on the right, leads to
tihe perched flake. Then 10 feet to a good ledge.
Pitch 2. 30 feet. Go a few feet to the left and step out on a fine slab.
It can be climbed by a charming mantleshelf in its centre or up its
right edge. Neither method is easy.
Pitch 3. 20 feet. Step out on left again up the buttress edge on
large rounded holds.
Pitch 4. 40 feet. There is easy ground on right, but the left edge provides more climbing until easy scrambling ends the climb.
The steep gully on the left separates the Signal Bridge from the higher
Bridge. It gives two diverting little routes, one on the left or port side,
one on the starboard side:
PORT GANGWAY.

70 feet.

Difficult.

Start. Scramble 50 feet up the gully and gain the top of a large semidetached block on left. Belay.
Pitch 1. 30 feet. A precarious balustrade of flakes forms a means of
traversing into a niche under a square-cut block. Pull up over this
to a grassy stance. Poor belay on right.
Pitch 2. 20 feet. Over an awkward corner to an insecure ledge.' Just
above is a sounder platform.
Pitch 3. 20 feet. A grassy mantelshelf, then a step across the gully and
up to a peg of rock making the final belay.
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85 feet. Difficult.
STARBOARD GANGWAY.
Start. In the gully bed just below the start of Port Gangway, at tuc
foot of a flake block.
Pitch 1. 45 feet. Gain the top of the block, and climb the crack aibove
to stance and belay on top of the big upper flake.
Pitch 2. 40 feet. A niche directly above is reached by an awkward
move. A long stride on left, delicate, reaches the gully bed, which
is then climbed straight up to spike belay.
The massive buttress overhanging the Gangways and suggesting a
mammoth piece of Modernist sculpture is the Bridge. The broad ledge of
its south-west face is Monkey's Island. Two routes use this ledge:
MONKEY'S ISLAND DIRECT. 130 feet. Very difficult in rubbers.
Start. At the lowest point of the buttress. (The second and third pitches
are possibly Just Severe in boots.) Cairn.
Pitch 1. 25 feet. Easily up to ledge under a square-cut overhang.
Belay above on right.
Pitch 2. 45 feet. A sideways mantelshelf, combining effort with balance,
leads to a small ledge. Traverse left and then up on good holds to
Monkey's Island. There is a thread belay at the left end of the
heathery ledge.
Pitch 3. 40 feet. The steep slab at the right end of the ledge is climbed
on small holds. An awkward move at the top leads to an easy glacis.
Belay round boulder under final wall.
Pitch 4. 20 feet. Climb the wall straight above the boulder.
MONKEY'S ISLAND ORDINARY. 120 feet. Difficult.
Start. On the left of the buttress foot a short chimney leads up to
Wardroom Gully. Start at foot of chimney.
Pitch 1. 30 feet. Easily up on right of chimney, then walk a few yards
up grass above. A line of weakness in the slab on right is obvious.
Pitch 2. 35 feet. Up the weakness to the big ledge. Belay some yards
to left.
Pitch 3. 40 feet. Gain the bulge in the centre of the wall above and
climb a little crack to the easy glacis. Thread belay under final wall.
Pitch 4. 20 feet. There is an easy traverse-off on left, but the wall
should be climbed a few feet to the left of the belay.
The grassy gully from which Pitch 2 begins is Wardroom Gully,
dividing the Bridge from the Mainmast. Its upper recess is the WARDROOM, and provides a scramble up to, or down from, the summit ridge.
On the left (true right) of the gully is a short steep slab, worthy of
attention:
WARDROOM SLAB. 35 feet. Very difficult or severe.
Starting on the broad ledge below the Slab, use its right edge to gain
an uneasy footing on a mantelpiece. From here the easier route traverses
left until a good handhold provides a pull-up. The severe route continues
straight up above the mantelpiece.
On the summit ridge directly above Wardroom Gully is a pointed
boulder forming a fairly accurate model of the Matterhorn, complete with
Furggen, Zmutt, Hornli and Italian ridges.
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The Mainmast buttress, on the left of Wardroom Gully, has a heather
ledge on its upper face the CROW'S NEST and a charming if easy
climib up its right-hand edge.
CROW'S NEST.

140 feet.

Moderately difficult.

Start. At the lowest point of the Mainmast. Cairn.
Pitch 1. 25 feet. A short slab and easy blocks to a big ledge.
Pitch 2. 50 feet. Step out to' right. A long stride and a rounded mantelshelf lead to the Crow's Nest.
Pitch 3. 65 feet. Climib up 10 feet in the corner, then traverse out to
the right, pleasantly, and pull up over the nose. An easy slab finishes
the climb almost on the crest of the mountain.
THE CATWALK.

70 feet.

Difficult.

&

Start. 60 feet to the right of the start of Crow's Nest and 20 feet higher.
A triangular flake with an overhanging ledge on its apex rises against
the wall. Cairn.
Pitch 1. 25 feet. Starting on the left of the flake, 'catwalk' up its edge
to stance at the apex.
Pitch 2. 45 feet. Up the steep wall directly above. Step right at
25 feet, then up to good ledge and belay.
Between the Catwalk and a much-vegetated broken buttress on the
left is an overgrown gully, Mizzen Gully. The broken buttress is the
MIZZEN-MAST, and has two rather scrambly routes:
MIZZEN SHROUDS.

105 feet.

Difficult.

Start. A few feet left of the gully, at a little buttress thickly grown
with ivy.
Pitch 1. 20 feet. Up the 'shrouds' the ivy to a platform.
Pitch 2. 25 feet. A similar pitch to a big ledge under an overhang.
Pitch 3. 30 feet. Step round the corner to left and climb a smooth
open coiner to- a big terrace.
Pitch 4. 30 feet. Avoiding an easy way on the left, climb the steep
wall on the right.
MIZZEN TOP.

75 feet.

Difficult.

Start, zoo feet left of the ivy-grown buttress of the Shrouds. The
Mizzenmast here forms a corner, identifiable by an overhanging slab just
above on its left. Start at the foot of the corner. Cairn.
Pitch 1. 15 feet. Up the corner to large ledge.
Pitch 2. 15 feet. Climb the short awkward wall direct.
Pitch 3. 45 feet. Avoiding an easier route on the right ('the lubber's
hole') continue up the rounded bulges straight ahead and finish up
a neat little slab on the left.
The rocks now peter out into a steep broken slope some 70 yards
across, down which comes a path from the summit. Going down westward across this slope, a steep corner begins a further rank of more broken
and heathery crags, often loose but giving one or two worthy routes. The
corner itself, which has a projecting loose spike halfway up, is THE DAVIT,
and the slab on its left is DAVIT SLAB. Both are moderate. Going
further to the left along the base of the crags for 70 feet, one sees a
small projecting rock, the Sextant, overhead.
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SEXTANT.

80 feet.

Moderately difficult.

Start. At an ivy-crowned slab directly beneath the projecting rook.
Cairn.
Pitch 1. 50 feet. Straight up easily to the ledge above the Sextant.
Pitch 2. 30 feet. The rock wal'l above is climbed on the left. The
direct line is harder and a ledged spike on which all depends is doubtfully secure.
,
Higher up are two* easy pitches, a slab and a little tower, which
may be taken as a finish.
BELAYING-PIN.
85 feet. Very difficult.
Start. 35 feet to the left of Sextant start. There is an oak sapling
growing against a slab on the right. Cairn.
Pitch 1. 35 feet. Up the broken ridge left of the slab, keeping left
of its crest, to heathery ledge below the semi-detached Pin.
Pitch 2. 20 feet. Step round corner on left and climb the steep slab
to an awkward stance and belay under the cleft between Pin and
mountain.
Pitch 3. 15 feet. Gain the flat top of the Belaying-Pin and climb the
airy and rounded slab on the left.
Pitch 4. 15 feet. A slab above and slightly to' right.
Easier and looser ways may be found on the right of all pitches,
but are not recommended.
23 feet to the left of the Belaying-tPin is a short and very overgrown
gully, GALLEY GULLY. Its two pitches are loose, herbacious, and not
recommended. The overhanging crack on its left, GALLEY FUNNEL,
has not been climbed. Another 25 feet to the left of the gully a vegetated
buttress sends down a steep little nose and gives an unexpectedly amusing
climb:
CROSSTREES.

100 feet.

Very difficult.

Start. At the toe of the buttress. Cairn.
Pitch 1.
50 feet. An awkward move up to right. Then steeply up
round corner on left and a somewhat earthy scramble to1 the airy
Crosstrees platform. Belay round platform.
Pitch 2. 50 feet. Go straight up, climbing the final tower direct.
A few yards left of the start of Crosstrees a corner, steep and clean
at first and then a mass of ivy, leads up past the MARLIN-SPIKE to two
small upper pitches and is difficult, 50 feet. Across a grassy slope on
the left is a zo-foot blade of rock, the BO'SUN'S KNIFE, with a difficult
route up its edge. Immediately above these two short scrambles and
almost on the crest of the ridge are two amusing little rock-faces, the
AFTER-TURRETS, with a dozen well-scratched problems on them.
Below, the southern face of the Moel ends in a broken rocky corner
with a perched boulder in the shape of a SEALION at its foot. The stone
wall turns up to the right and contours the western or after-end, overlooking Cricoieth and the Lleyn Peninsula. The steep crags above are unsound,
loo yards north of the corner the stone wall ceases at a projecting buttress
which drops to below the level of the wall. There are two short climbs here.
POOP ARETE.

50 feet.

Moderately difficult.

Start. Cross the wall and traverse below it to a little gully.
of the rock (beyond it is splintered. Cairn.

The corner
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Pitch 1. 20 feet. Easily up the broken corner to large ledge above.
Pitch 2. 30 feet. The right-hand edge of the arete leads with unexpected airiness to the flat Quarterdeck above.
THE FAERLEADS.
35 feet. Very difficult.
Start. 20 feet to the left of Poop Arete start, where a chimney splits the
wall. Cairn.
Pitch 1. 15 feet. Climb the chimney to the broad ledge.
Pitch 2. 20 feet. Either of the steep cracks in the upper wall is sufficiently interesting.
Further along, going northward, the stone wall drops towards the
Criccieth road below. By traversing round grassy ledges at the same level
as the Poop one reaches a definite corner whence it is possible to look
along the northern flank of the Moel towards Tremadoc. Just above is
a flat-topped and prominent rock, the CAPSTAN, which if climbed up
its outside edge gives a steep Difficult for 25 feet. Going a few feet left
from the niche behind the Capstan a big overhang, with a chim.ney piercing
it, is seen. The chimney is exposed and has only been climbed with a
top rope:
THE HAWSEIPIlPE.
25 feet. Probably very severe.
From the Capstan traverse left and up, swing round upper corner and
into Chimney, which is mossy. There is a big belaying-block aibove.
This northern flank of the Moel abounds in short steep problems, and
one or two of these, such as the BOOBY-HATCH, a strenuous 25-foot
open chimney 150 feet to the left of the Capstan, and the BO'SUN'S
CHAIR, a tree-crowned buttress lower down, are interesting Very Difficults.
Halfway along the flank, however, the old quarries begin and a cemetery
appears, suggestively, below.
There is still room on the Mainmast buttresses for a route or two
up their airy faces, but these will be fairly severe climbs, if they are
ever made. At present the visitor who starts his climb from a caiirn
and all the climbs mentioned in this Guide are cairned at the start may
expect nothing harder than Very Difficult above. If he also expects good
situations, delightful rock, and on a clear day a view comparable with
any in Snowdonia, he will not be disappointed.

